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Welcome Back to the Philippines!Welcome Back to the Philippines!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K2Cjf8gHH3Y
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC_yCORmIAJntXQDSHs4iFcw?feature=emb_ch_name_ex


NEXT STOP:  THE PHIL IPPINES
Travelers from the United States who want to visit the Philippines have access to multiple 
direct flight options, all of which will conveniently take them to two of the six international 
gateways in the country: Manila & Cebu. Vistors can fly nonstop from the US to Manila 
(MNL) via LAX, SFO, HNL, GUM, and SPN. They will arrive at Ninoy Aquino International Airport 
(NAIA) — the premier international hub of the Philippines. US travelers can also fly nonstop 
to Cebu (CEB) via LAX, JFK, ORD, SFO, and SEA. Alternatively, travelers can utilize South 
Korea’s award-winning Incheon Airport as a convenient via point to fly into Cebu or Manila.

In a nation comprised of thousands of islands and islets, one would certainly expect to 
spend some time traveling from one breathtaking location to another. Rest assured, 
there’s plenty of solid options for exploring the archipelago. Air travel remains as the 
fastest method of moving around the Philippines, but there are excellent sea travel 
options that visitors can take — such as the ferry route from Cebu to Bohol.
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https://book.avantidestinations.com/pdfs/RVP_16040.pdf


Manila Cathedral



Although a thriving settlement already existed as far back as 1258, the seeds of the 
modern metropolis were planted when conquistador Miguel López de Legazpi founded 
the Spanish city of Manila — to be governed by Madrid by way of Mexico — in 1571. Today, 
it is the deliciously hyperactive capital of the Philippines; an excitingly provocative yet 
underrated destination that readily offers its secrets to any traveler willing to put some 
effort to unmask the captivating beauty that hides beneath its concrete urban facade.

M A N I L A
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https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_description?sourceid=st&utype=tc&stype=DTR&supid=MNLSHP-MNLBFW&servid=MNLSHP-MNLBFW&tgsupid=MNLSHP-MNLBFW&tgservid=MNLSHP-MNLBFW&title=Private%20Binondo%20Food%20Wok%20Tour%20-%205%20Hours&extrainfo=N&internalin


https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_description?sourceid=st&utype=tc&stype=DTR&supid=MNLSHP-MNLLIA&servid=MNLSHP-MNLLIA&tgsupid=MNLSHP-MNLLIA&tgservid=MNLSHP-MNLLIA&title=Private%20Local%20Immersion%20with%20Aetas%20Tour%20-%2012%20Hours&extrainfo


A TASTE OF 

SOUTHERN LUZON

Bicol comprises the southern 
part of Luzon — the largest 
island in the Philippines — and 
is a fantastic getaway from 
the urbanized chaos of Manila. 
It offers plenty of amazing 
destinations including: Albay, 
home of the famous cone 
shaped Mayon Volcano; 
Caramoan, a peninsula famous 
for being the location of the 26th 
season of Survivor; and Donsol, 
a highly regarded spot for whale 
shark watching.

But for most Filipinos, Bicol is 
mainly defined by one thing: its 
spicy cuisine. The region is known 
for its abundant use of chilies and 
coconut milk; infusing everything 
with a unique flavor profile that’s 
guaranteed to turn up the heat. 
Notable dishes include Laing, 
Kinunot, and the eponymous 
Bicol Express.

Igado - Pork tenderloin, liver and vegetables 1 1



https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_description?sourceid=st&utype=tc&stype=DTR&supid=MNLSHP-MNLTAG&servid=MNLSHP-MNLTAG&tgsupid=MNLSHP-MNLTAG&tgservid=MNLSHP-MNLTAG&title=Private%20Tagaytay%20Wellness%20Tour%20-%208%20Hours&extrainfo=N&internalinf


https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_description?sourceid=st&utype=tc&stype=HTL&supid=MNLFAR&servid=MNLFAR&tgsupid=MNLFAR&tgservid=MNLFAR&title=Makati%20-%20Fairmont%20Makati&extrainfo=N&internalinfo=N
https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_description?sourceid=st&utype=tc&stype=HTL&supid=MNLRAF&servid=MNLRAF&tgsupid=MNLRAF&tgservid=MNLRAF&title=Makati%20-%20Raffles%20Makati&extrainfo=N&internalinfo=N




Known as the ‘Queen City of the South’, Cebu is the oldest city in the Philippines and is 
considered as the birthplace of Christianity in the Far East. Cebu has been selected by 
Condé Nast Traveler time and again as one of the most beautiful islands in the South 
Pacific — a slice of heaven on earth that offers relaxing beach escapes, thrilling eco-
adventures, popular snorkeling and diving spots, expertly-crafted local products, 
colorful festivals, and more.

C E B U
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https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_description?sourceid=st&utype=tc&stype=DTR&supid=MNLSHP-CEBCTY&servid=MNLSHP-CEBCTY&tgsupid=MNLSHP-CEBCTY&tgservid=MNLSHP-CEBCTY&title=Private%20Cebu%20City%20Tour%20-%204%20Hours&extrainfo=N&internalinfo=N


https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_description?sourceid=st&utype=tc&stype=DTR&supid=MNLSHP-CEBISL&servid=MNLSHP-CEBISL&tgsupid=MNLSHP-CEBISL&tgservid=MNLSHP-CEBISL&title=Private%20Island%20Hopping%20Tour%20with%20Lunch%20-%207%20Hours&extrainfo=N


BUTANDING

There are several 
places in the world — 
Thailand, Australia, the 
Maldives, etc. — where 
travelers can find and 
swim with the largest 
fish in the world: Whale 
Sharks. Known locally 
in the Philippines as 
Butanding, these 
gentle giants can grow 
as large as 60 feet!



https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_description?sourceid=st&utype=tc&stype=HTL&supid=CEBBLU&servid=CEBBLU&tgsupid=CEBBLU&tgservid=CEBBLU&title=Cebu%20-%20Maribago%20Bluewater&extrainfo=N&internalinfo=N
https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_description?sourceid=st&utype=tc&stype=HTL&supid=CEBCMR&servid=CEBCMR&tgsupid=CEBCMR&tgservid=CEBCMR&title=Cebu%20-%20Crimson%20Mactan%20Resort%20%26%2C%20Spa&extrainfo=N&internalinfo=N




This archipelagic province in the Visayas region is a consistent fixture in yearly ‘best 
of’ lists created by respected travel publications such as Condé Nast Traveler, Travel + 
Leisure, and National Geographic Traveler. Palawan pretty much solidifies the reputation 
of the Philippines as the location of the most enchanting tropical islands this side of the 
proverbial paradise. Among these magical places is El Nido, home of the stunning Bacuit 
Archipelago — 45 limestone islands dotted with karst cliffs, white-sand beaches, 
lagoons, sinkholes, and coves.

P A L A W A N
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ROMANCE IN THE ISLANDS

Like most tropical island getaways — 
with their sundrenched coastlines, idyllic 
beach life, and drinks with tiny umbrellas 
— Palawan is unsurprisingly considered a 
lover’s paradise, especially according 

to travelers who are familiar with its 
tempting allure. The 1,780 islands and islets 
of Palawan offer rest and recreation that’s 
naturally bathed in a romantic vibe — 
definitely perfect for couples.

Surprise the love of your life with 
a candlelit dinner on the beach 
beneath the stars! A lot of island 
resorts in Palawan will gladly help you 
create that unforgettable romantic 
experience. Unsure if this is possible? 
At least in the Philippines, it doesn’t 
hurt to ask.

INTIMATE EL NIDO

ROMANCE TIP

Take your special someone away from the 
madding crowds and make a beeline for this 
dreamy destination. Exotic accommodations, 
like Miniloc Island Resort, provide the exquisite 
backdrop for celebrating love.

Pass Island, Coron





https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_description?sourceid=st&utype=tc&stype=HTL&supid=ENIMIN&servid=ENIMIN&tgsupid=ENIMIN&tgservid=ENIMIN&title=El%20Nido%20-%20Miniloc%20Resort&extrainfo=N&internalinfo=N


Bacuit Archipelago

Hotel guests are free to explore Miniloc — 
known as ‘Eco-Discovery Island’ — where 
a variety of unique and exciting activities 
and leisure options are available. Consider 
spending the day swimming or snorkeling 
with jackfish and other various fascinating 
marine species. A stay at the hotel includes:

• Complimentary round-trip boat transfers to and from Lio airport

• Full-board meals with brewed coffee and tea at the Clubhouse Restaurant
• Fruit juices during breakfast
• Use of snorkeling equipment
• Use of available non-motorized water sports equipment (paddle board, windsurf, kayak, etc.)
• Standard resort guided activities/tours (snorkeling at house reef, kayaking, island hopping, etc.)

INCLUSIONS

MINILOC ISLAND 
RESORT 4*
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https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_description?sourceid=st&utype=tc&stype=HTL&supid=XCNTSB&servid=XCNTSB&tgsupid=XCNTSB&tgservid=XCNTSB&title=Coron%20-%20Two%20Seasons%20Bayside&extrainfo=N&internalinfo=N


https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_description?sourceid=st&utype=tc&stype=HTL&supid=XCNTSI&servid=XCNTSI&tgsupid=XCNTSI&tgservid=XCNTSI&title=Coron%20-%20Two%20Seasons%20Island%20Resort&extrainfo=N&internalinfo=N


This coastal vacation destination 
is the capital of Palawan and is 
widely recognized as the cleanest 
and greenest city in the Philippines. 
Apart from being Palawan's main 
arrival hub, the city is best known 
as the home of the Puerto Princesa 
Subterranean River National Park — 
a UNESCO World Heritage Site that 
encompasses one of the world's most 
impressive cave systems which was 
voted as one of the 'New 7 Wonders of 
Nature' in 2012. Puerto Princesa boasts 
a pleasant and laidback lifestyle with 
excellent modern-day conveniences 
while being surrounded by stunning 
natural environments. Simply put, 
it's an excellent starting point for 
travelers who wish to explore one of 
the most paradisiacal regions in  
the Philippines.

PUERTO  

PRINCESA



https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_description?sourceid=st&utype=tc&stype=HTL&supid=PPSSBR&servid=PPSSBR&tgsupid=PPSSBR&tgservid=PPSSBR&title=Puerto%20Princesa%20-%20Sheridan%20Beach%20Resort%20%26%20Spa&extrainfo=N&internalinfo=N




Home to 15 separate surf breaks including the acclaimed Cloud 9, the teardrop-shaped 
island of Siargao is rightfully regarded as the ‘Surfing Capital of the Philippines’. It counts 
the rock star Anthony Kiedis and the legendary Kelly Slater — the most dominant surfing 
professional ever — amongst its fans who are in the know. Although one doesn’t need to 
be a surfer to enjoy the island’s idyllic atmosphere, gorgeous white-sand beaches, coral 
reefs, secluded waterfalls, tranquil forests, and warm local hospitality.

S I A R G A O
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The name pretty much fits the description of this beach 
destination — fine white-sand and cool clear waters. It got 
its name because of its ‘nakedness’ — there's no shade or 
almost anything on the island! This minimalist location is 
essentially a sandbar, with about 100 meters of sand.

This is the biggest in the trio and has fine bone-white-sand, 
emerald waters, and swaying coconut trees — all of which 
make it the perfect spot for lunch. Enjoy a midday meal 
— comprised of classic local food such as grilled chicken, 
adobo, mango, pineapple, and salad — while chatting with 
the friendly locals who populate Daku.

It may be small, but Guyam’s picturesque beachscape, 
shallow waters, and tropical appeal more than makes 
up for its diminutive size. Smiling ladies will greet visitors 
with a small box to cheerfully let them know that there's 
a fee once you set foot on the island. Your entrance fee is 
covered of course. It's a small place, and one can easily 
walk from one side of the island to the other, weaving 
through 100 or so coconut palms. The surrounding water 
is crystal-clear, and visitors can see the big reef that 
surrounds the entire island.

NAKED ISLAND

DAKU ISLAND

GUYAM ISLAND

THE ISLAND GEMS OF SIARGAO
Just a short boat ride away from the coast of General Luna in Siargao is an experience 
that’s bound to stay with you for the rest of your life. Embark on an amazing must-do island 
hopping activity that lets travelers visit and explore three famous islands near Siargao: Daku, 
Guyam, and Naked Island!





https://book.avantidestinations.com/pdfs/RVP_VACSECSIA.pdf


Magpupungko is literally a hidden Siargao 
gem — visitors must patiently wait for 
the low tide when the receding coastline 
reveals natural tidal pools that are perfect 
for dipping, swimming, and cliff jumping. 
It is definitely one of the most popular 
destinations in Siargao. Think of it as an 
infinity pool that Mother Nature expertly 
created — it’s that beautiful!

Part of the attraction is the imposing 
Magpupungko Rock — a dramatic 
formation that serves as the site's 
recognizable landmark. This scenic spot 
was named after this very boulder, which 
appears to be sitting on another rock. 
‘Pungko’ means to squat in Visayan; hence 
the name. Separated from the ocean by 
a large reef, the clear water is amazingly 
tinted with all shades of blue, green, and 
everything between.

Sugba lagoon in Siargao

MAGPUPUNGKO 
ROCK POOLS
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After shutting down for six months in 2018 to address the adverse effects of over-tourism 
and unregulated development, Boracay continues to deliver the 'wow factor' to excited 
visitors looking to experience the many reasons why the popular vacation hotspot has 
been voted several times as one of the best island beaches in the world. Completely 
reinvigorated, the world-class tropical destination now has stern guidelines in place 
to ensure ecological sustainability. Despite all the changes, the tiny island in Aklan — 
with its famed powdery white-sand, shallow and tranquil azure waters, and first-rate 
accommodations and restaurants — remains as one of the most beautiful places in  
the archipelago.

B O R A C A Y
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SUSTAINABLE 
ADVENTURE 
PARADISE
Gone are the days when 
the mere mention of 
Boracay immediately 
meant boisterous 
partying from dusk till 
dawn on one of the most 
beautiful islands in the 
world. Boracay's much-
needed reinvention 
as a sustainable 
tourist destination is 
accompanied by a 
litany of strict rules and 
regulations that have 
effectively banned a lot of 
things from drinking and 
dining on the beach to 
limiting new daily arrivals to 
only 6,405 visitors per day.

But travelers who are 
pining for exciting island 
activities shouldn't fret. 
There's still plenty of 
aqua sports and soft 
adventure options that 
can be enjoyed to this 
day including: parasailing, 
helicopter beach tours, 
segway tours, jet skiing, 
horseback riding, banana 
boating, paddle boarding, 
yachting; paraw sailing; 
and more.



PARASAIL ING JET SKI ING PARAW SAIL ING

Also known as parakiting, 
this recreational water 
activity has historically 
been quite popular on the 
island. Riders — attached 
to specially-designed 
canopy wings resembling 
parachutes — can enjoy 
a stunning bird's eye view 
of Boracay's white-sand 
shoreline as they are towed 
by a fast-moving vehicle 
below. This is definitely 
an adrenaline-soaked 
experience, especially for 
adventurers who don’t 
mind heights.

There’s nothing quite like 
the rush of speeding along 
on the open waters of 
Boracay onboard a jet ski. 
It may be the complete 
antithesis of idyllic island 
life, but it sure is a lot of fun! 
Regardless of Boracay’s 
regular weather patterns 
and waves, which ranges 
from calm to slightly 
spirited, this activity option 
is a surefire delight. Perfect 
for teenagers and grown-
ups alike.

Enjoy the traditional way 
of sailing onboard a Paraw 
— a type of sailboat that 
the locals use. Go to the 
best sites around Boracay, 
taking Instagram-worthy 
pictures all throughout. 
Combined with the nimble 
craft’s excellent ability to 
cut through the waves, the 
sailors’ tendency to stay 
close to the shoreline, and 
Boracay’s generally calm 
waters, this usually tranquil 
experience is a pleasant 
introduction to the joys of 
sailing.
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https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_description?sourceid=st&utype=tc&stype=HTL&supid=MPHCST&servid=MPHCST&tgsupid=MPHCST&tgservid=MPHCST&title=Boracay%20-%20Coast&extrainfo=N&internalinfo=N
https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_description?sourceid=st&utype=tc&stype=HTL&supid=MPHDSH&servid=MPHDSH&tgsupid=MPHDSH&tgservid=MPHDSH&title=Boracay%20-%20Discovery%20Shores&extrainfo=N&internalinfo=N


https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_description?sourceid=st&utype=tc&stype=HTL&supid=MPHCRS&servid=MPHCRS&tgsupid=MPHCRS&tgservid=MPHCRS&title=Boracay%20-%20Crimson%20Resort%20%26%20Spa&extrainfo=N&internalinfo=N




Located in the country’s central Visayas region, this island-province is famous for two 
main things: the diminutive bug-eyed Tarsier — one of the world’s smallest primates; and 
the Chocolate Hills —a fascinating hilly terrain composed of over 1,200 generally conical 
and almost symmetrical limestone mounds that turn cocoa-brown during the dry season. 
After ticking off the two bucket-list items, travelers can discover Bohol’s other draws: 
white-sand beaches, superb dive spots brimming with marine life, remnants of Spanish 
rule, and a variety of memorable travel experiences worth checking out.

B O H O L
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Pamilacan is a small 
island off the southern 
coast of Bohol, 
encompassed by white-
sand beaches and 
beautiful coral reefs, 
making it an ideal spot for 
snorkeling and observing 
mystical sea life. The 
surrounding Bohol Sea 
is home to a variety of 
different fish, manta 
rays, and whale species, 
which can be spotted 
throughout the year.

Fittingly, the island is 
inhabited mostly by 
families who specialize in 
whale-watching, giving 
visitors an opportunity 
to explore small fishing 
communities on the 
island, or set out on a 
boat to spot whales and 
dolphins while absorbing 
the beauty of the sea.

The Pamilacan Sanctuary 
is a wonderful place to 
observe healthy corals 
and swim amongst 
hundreds of colorful, 
fluttering fish. The island’s 
soft, sandy shores and 
clear waters are perfectly 
inviting for those seeking 
an enchanting oceanic 
adventure!

PAMILACAN

ISLAND

MARINE L IFE
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https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_description?sourceid=st&utype=tc&stype=DTR&supid=MNLSHP-TAGBOH&servid=MNLSHP-TAGBOH&tgsupid=MNLSHP-TAGBOH&tgservid=MNLSHP-TAGBOH&title=Private%20Bohol%20Countryside%20Full-Day%20Tour%20with%20Lunch&extrainfo=N&i


https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_description?sourceid=st&utype=tc&stype=HTL&supid=TAGBLR&servid=TAGBLR&tgsupid=TAGBLR&tgservid=TAGBLR&title=Panglao%20-%20The%20Bellevue%20Resort&extrainfo=N&internalinfo=N
https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_description?sourceid=st&utype=tc&stype=HTL&supid=TAGAMO&servid=TAGAMO&tgsupid=TAGAMO&tgservid=TAGAMO&title=Panglao%20-%20Amorita%20Resort&extrainfo=N&internalinfo=N


The Philippines may not be the first country that golfers would think of when asked 
about their list of dream golfing destinations, but the archipelago definitely has 
the right ingredients for a perfect holiday on the green. First played in the islands 
in 1886 by British expats, the sport has since boomed after the birth of the Manila 
Golf Club in 1901 and the subsequent creation of the Philippine Open — the oldest 
national championship in Asia. 

The Philippines has hosted prestigious international golf tourneys such as the 
World Cup, the Johnnie Walker Classic, and the Asian PGA. Tee off and enjoy 
a superb round on world-class courses designed by luminaries such as Jack 
Nicklaus, Arnold Palmer, Gary Player, Greg Norman, and Robert Trent Jones Senior 
and Junior; surrounded by unique environments including lush mountain forests, 
scenic valleys, tranquil seaside views, and even the storied walls of a famous 
colonial fortification!

G O L F

Does the idea of playing 
golf at one of the best island 
beaches in the world enough 
to make you book a trip and 
pack your luggage and golf 
clubs immediately? If so, 
head to Boracay and enjoy 
playing at the 18-hole, par 72, 
6,524-yard championship 
course designed by 
prominent golf course 
architect Graham Marsh.

FAIRWAYS &  
BLUEWATER



Regarded as the first golf club in 
the Philippines that’s also a gated 
community, this award-winning property 
is the home of two Jack Nicklaus 
championship courses: ‘Masters’ and 
‘Legends’. Masters is one of the country’s 
premier courses, notable for its multiple 
creek crossings and lakes. Legends is 
more forgiving, although its signature 
hole at the long 17th is regarded as one of 
the toughest par fives in the Philippines.

Located in the northern part of Cebu, 
this new eco-friendly 6,850-yard 
championship golf course has 18 holes 
and is rated par 72. It uses the highest 
quality Plantinum TE Paspalum grass that 
the developers imported straight from 
the United States. This property offers 
scenic views of the Pacific Ocean and 
is an excellent starting point for island 
hopping activities.

MANILA 

SOUTHWOODS

QUEEN'S ISLAND 

GOLF & RESORT
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